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Agency Continuity Plan

u Unexpected events can easily make a disastrous situation much worse.  
Therefore it is important that each office has an “Agency Continuity Plan” 
(backup plan) for unexpected events such as fires, power loss, 
communications loss and other events that hinder normal operations. 

u Backup procedures and a backup office should be identified to maintain 
operational capability in the “Agency Continuity Plan” for these situations.  

u SSOPs contained in the “Agency Continuity Plan” for unexpected events can 
be as important as those for warning SSOPs.  

u If adequate plans and procedures are not in place for these unexpected 
events, the warning process and early warning system could fail.  

u Thus to prepare for these unexpected events, SSOPs can provide procedures 
to continue operations (although they may be somewhat degraded) and to 
issue and disseminate warnings.



15.1 Backup Roles and Responsibilities Considerations

There are two types of backup roles 
and responsibilities

When an office or location is impaired 
and cannot perform their mission, then 
that office must contact their backup 

office and request the backup office to 
assume the impaired office’s mission 

responsibilities.  SSOPs would be needed 
for the impaired office on whom and 
how to contact their backup office 

A backup office must be prepared to 
perform all of the necessary tasks for an 

impaired office if requested.  The 
backup office would need SSOPs on 

how to provide all of the products and 
services of the impaired office

This can be a very complex process to 
develop backup SSOPs, but necessary 
to ensure continuity of an office’s roles 

and responsibilities in the EWS.  

If an office cannot perform their mission 
in a critical hazard situation, a disaster 
of enormous magnitude may occur.



15.2 Office Requesting Backup

One of the most important 
items for the office requesting 
backup is to ensure the office 
has multiple ways to request 

the backup

Because this will be an unusual 
situation and circumstances, 

normal communications 
methods may not work and 
alternates may be needed

These should be researched 
and tested before any 
emergency and then 
documented in SSOPs

Also the office requesting 
backup should have a way to 

keep the backup office 
informed of their situation, how 
long the outage may last, and 

possible arrangement for 
people to go to the backup 

office to assist during long 
backup periods



15.3 Office Assuming Backup Role

Performing a backup role 
takes a lot of additional 
work and places 
additional stress on the 
office performing the 
backup

01
To ensure this backup role 
can be performed, the 
office should develop 
specific SSOPs and test 
these to evaluate whether 
they can perform the 
backup mission.  

02
There are many things to 
consider in backing up 
another office and to 
incorporate into the 
necessary SSOPs.  
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15.3 Office Assuming Backup Role

Some of the most important ones are:

•Ensure access to the data and information 
required to perform the backup role.  

•Since the backup area will be different from your 
normal area of coverage, some of the 
observations, satellite data, radar data, etc. may 
not normally be available to the backup office.  

•Special planning and actions will be needed to 
ensure these data are available when needed;



15.3 Office Assuming Backup Role

Some of the most important ones are:

• Ensure access to the communications and 
dissemination systems required to perform the backup 
role

• Again in normal operations, the backup office may 
not normally have access to the communications and 
dissemination systems that the other office uses to 
perform their mission

• If a perfect warning cannot be communicated or 
disseminated then it is useless;



15.3 Office Assuming Backup Role

Some of the most important ones are:

• Ensure access to the phone numbers or contact 
systems for those people in the early warning system 
that the backup office will need to coordinate with

• In any warning situations, the warning issuers, disaster 
management agencies, media, government officials, 
and decision makers will need to coordinate. 

• Since the backup office will be performing the primary 
mission, they must have a way and the means to 
coordinate with these people



15.4  Fire in the Facility – Some Possible Things to Consider

A fire evacuation map should be 
developed for each facility and then 
posted by the entry doors and by all 

fire extinguishers within the facility

• The map should be a floor plan of 
the facility with the location of exit 
doors and fire extinguishers 
identified

• Arrows should be drawn on the map 
through the corridors indicating the 
quickest exit route

The staff should be trained as to the 
quickest exit from the building based 

on their room assignments



15.4  Fire in 
the Facility –
Some 
Possible 
Things to 
Consider

The SSOP in the event of a fire should cover such things as:
•The first to detect a fire should activate the fire alarms or if fire alarms are 

not available start to notify everyone;
•Ensure the facility manager is notified;
•It is the facility manager’s responsibility to ensure that all personnel in the 

area have evacuated the building by either personally or assigning 
people to search all safe possible parts of the building;

•The facility manager should be aware of any specific needs of the people 
within the building to ensure they receive proper assistance to exit the 
building;

•If someone has been trained on the use of a fire extinguisher and the fire is 
small, the facility manager can decide to have one or two people stay to 
help suppress the fire while all others are evacuated;

•A rally point should be designated outside the building where the staff will 
meet. This area should be at least 100 feet from the building;

•A person(s) should be designated to wait for the firemen in an appropriate 
position outside the building to direct them to the fire; and

•No one should re-enter the building until an official of the fire department 
has granted permission.  People should be positioned near entrances to 
ensure someone who is not aware of the fire doesn’t inadvertently enter 
the building.



15.5 Loss of Power Considerations

SSOP 
Considerations:

The SSOP should address the situation when the backup power fails.  This is often 
unlikely, but it does occur.  If backup power fails during an emergency and 
procedures have not been developed before the event, the impact could be 
devastating.  

If commercial power fails or backup power fails, procedures should be identified 
to call the appropriate technicians (along with the correct phone numbers) to 
repair it.  Only it is absolutely safe and the personnel have been trained should 
the operational person attempt to investigate or repair the power failure.

Any other impacts from a power failure should be considered in advance, and 
proper procedures developed to resolve or limit these impacts.



15.5 Loss of 
Power 
Considerations

SSOP 
Considerations:

The backup power source should 
be clearly identified.  The SSOP 
should specify whether the 
backup power will automatically 
start or must office personnel take 
specific actions to start the 
backup power

If certain equipment may be 
affected by power surges when 
the backup power begins or 
when commercial power is 
restored, these should be 
identified and procedures should 
be developed to either power 
down this equipment or actions to 
take to minimize possible damage

A step-by-step SSOP should 
be developed for personnel 
to follow in the event of loss of 
power.  Each country and 
each office has different 
power sources and different 
backup systems, so the SSOPs 
will vary.  But some general 
considerations can be 
included in the SSOP



15.5 Loss of Power Considerations

SSOP 
Considerations:

A step-by-step SSOP should be developed for personnel to 
follow in the event of loss of power.  Each country and each 
office has different power sources and different backup 
systems, so the SSOPs will vary.  But some general 
considerations can be included in the SSOP
The backup power source should be clearly identified.  
The SSOP should specify whether the backup power 
will automatically start or must office personnel take 
specific actions to start the backup power

Any other impacts from a power failure should be 
considered in advance, and proper procedures 
developed to resolve or limit these impacts



15.5 Loss of Power Considerations
SSOP 
Considerations:

The SSOP should address the situation when the backup power fails.  This is 
often unlikely, but it does occur.  If backup power fails during an 
emergency and procedures have not been developed before the event, 
the impact could be devastating

If commercial power fails or backup power fails, procedures should be 
identified to call the appropriate technicians (along with the correct phone 
numbers) to repair it.  Only it is absolutely safe and the personnel have been 
trained should the operational person attempt to investigate or repair the 
power failure

Any other impacts from a power failure should be considered in advance, 
and proper procedures developed to resolve or limit these impacts



15.6 Loss of Communications Considerations

Most countries and offices have 
multiple, redundant 

communications systems to 
disseminate warning information.  

Some communications systems 
only serve specific users while 
others serve different users.  

It is recommended that each 
communication system be 

evaluated to determine any 
impacts of outages on each 
specific user and then SSOPs 

developed to provide instructions 
and procedures to disseminate 

the information in different ways.  

This is extremely important 
because all agencies or personnel 

may not have access to the 
redundant systems and may not 
receive the correct information.  

This is especially true for people at 
the “last mile” in rural, remote 

locations and to vulnerable, dis-
advantaged, disabled 

populations who depend on 
specific methods to receive 

warning information.  

During tests and exercises, some 
communications systems should 

be disabled and the SSOPs used to 
test their effectiveness.  

As it has been said many times, a 
perfect warning is no good if the 
right people do not receive it at 

the right time.



Thank You
Any Questions???

IT IS NOW TIME TO PUT THIS 
INFORMATION TO WORK!


